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Known for his reflective, innovative twist on the expected, Los Angeles-

based interior designer Tommy Chambers designs a space with nothing 

short of a magic touch. The delightfully unpredictable runs rampant 

through his work, imparting sparkling charm and wit while still aligning 

with each homeowner’s vision.

“My inspiration comes from the client,” Tommy says. “Every single project 

is completely unique and one-of-a-kind; that’s what excites me the most 

about the design process.” While a Tommy Chambers Interiors room may 

not have one signature “designer” look, what it does have is good design 

sense—in spades—not to mention a sophisticatedly eclectic and vibrantly 

whimsical sensibility.

The designer launched his eponymous firm in 2001 after eight years at 

Chambers and Murray as head of the interiors department and the senior 

business and operations manager. Putting his architecture degree to good 

use, he takes a classical approach to design, carefully balancing elements 

such as proportion and scale with the architectural integrity of the space 

and the client’s tastes and definitions of personal comfort. His love of 

architecture is likewise one of the reasons why he specializes in historic 

restorations, especially Spanish Revival and Spanish Colonial homes.

No matter how big or small the assignment, Tommy is directly involved 

in every project to ensure each client receives dedicated and focused 

attention. Cost effectiveness and maintaining a budget is also an integral 

part of Tommy’s work, and he is a master of the high-low design approach, 

seamlessly offering more accessible furnishing and décor options as 

needed. It’s no wonder then that every single Tommy Chambers Interiors 

client is a referral. While Tommy and his team primarily work in Southern 

California, they have projects throughout the United States and abroad, 

where they blaze their dynamic design trail and give each room a story of 

its own. 
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“Each and every space is a background for our lives 
to play out, so finding the balance between formality, 
function, and fun is key.”  Tommy Chambers

inter ior  design

LEFT: Originally decorated in dated shades of pink, the library in a 
Pasadena, California, home received a handsomely elegant overhaul, 
beginning with the addition of an antique marble fireplace surround 
and an antique Italian golden gesso mirror—both of which provide an 
inspiring centerpiece to the space. While it took more than two months 
to restore the room’s wood paneling from its previously painted past, 
the richness of the enveloping walls were a warm reward. The four-chair 
circular pit is an inviting place for conversation over cigars and after-
dinner drinks.

ABOVE: Sometimes the most subtle design choices make the biggest 
impact. Such is the case in this Pasadena, California, kitchen, which 
was completely renovated to create a welcoming and family-friendly 
environment. Melding Old World appeal with the ease of modern 
amenities, the space appropriately looks as if it has always been a part 
of the Mediterranean home—right down to the slightly antiqued, faux 
finish cabinets.

PREVIOUS PAGES: A delightful aura of playful sophistication dominates 
the living room for a family of four who wanted a new, lighthearted 
touch for their West Coast home, which was rebuilt after suffering a 
California earthquake. The sleek contemporary profile of a Christian 
Liaigre sofa and a range of moveable chairs, including a Tommy 
Chambers-designed bamboo piece, creates an inviting, flexible floor 
plan. Centered by a geometrically lively Wendell Castle coffee table, the 
space is not short on whimsical pizazz and a controlled use of color with 
the addition of a multihued, striped Paul Smith rug, “yummy” textural 
pillows, and eclectic art, which all enhance the warm, collected nature of 
the room.
Photographs courtesy of Tommy Chambers Interiors
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ABOVE: Unifying Old World craftsmanship with traditional 
detailing affords a graciously elegant yet comfortable 
environment in the formal dining room. Located in a renovated 
1928 Mediterranean estate, the newly constructed space 
elegantly balances fine antiques, including the dramatic 
Italian, wood-carved chandelier, with the more modest round 
dining table that expands to accommodate additional guests 
as needed. Wall alcoves likewise create a sense of depth and 
presence, enriching the overall composition of the room while 
utilizing unwanted corner space. 

LEFT: The layered, livable look in the master bedroom is made 
for long mornings and breakfast in bed, which is perfect 
given that the rustic Mediterranean beach property in Ventura 
County is a getaway home for a busy Brentwood, California, 
family. The headboard is crafted from an antique bench, 
creating an appropriately accessible, seaside vibe, while a 
curated collection of tribal masks from the homeowners’ travels 
to Africa and beyond adds a personalized, eclectic touch.

FACING PAGE: An addition to a 1935 Mediterranean house in 
Hollywood Hills West, California, the master bedroom was 
designed to effortlessly blend into the home’s storied character 
while flaunting its own luxe, streamlined attitude. The cove 
ceiling was inspired by the existing property, but the sleek, 
suggestively Turkish lines of the chaise longue and the bed’s 
bolster pillows ensure that the room is no slave to the ’30s-style 
architecture. The intricate, antique chandelier and sconces add 
drama while fresh, lush fabrics and slightly mannish, playfully 
striped curtains finish the room with a contemporary, tastefully 
casual flourish.
Photographs courtesy of Tommy Chambers Interiors
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ABOVE: The traditional styling of the living room in a French Normandy 
house in Pasadena, California, has all the formal presence of collected 
antiques, including an elaborate secretary and an ethnic, carved chair. 
Yet the space benefits from tongue-in-cheek accents, such as boldly 
mod pillows and a lamp crafted from a ship’s chain, to diffuse its more 
ornate trappings. The result is a comfortably inviting room that doesn’t 
take itself too seriously.

LEFT: The full renovation of the historic Irving Gill home on Coronado 
Island, California, required a good deal of historic research to restore 
the property to its original wonder. A nook within the living room looks 
straight to the beach, but the view inside isn’t so bad either. Textural, 
worldly furnishings and colorfully patterned elements contribute plenty 
of layered, livable charm while maintaining the integrity of the space’s 
architecture. The painted Tibetan cabinet alone is a bold statement that 
anchors the room.
Photographs courtesy of Tommy Chambers Interiors
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